Response to EdReports’ March 2017 Evaluation of Walch’s CCSS Integrated Math I, II and III resources

Walch applauds EdReports for a pursuing a thorough, transparent and thoughtful process as it reviews Common Core resources. We believe that EdReports plays an important role in helping measure and improve the quality of instructional materials. Though we may quibble with some of their conclusions and methodologies, EdReports nevertheless has provided excellent insight into areas where we can continue to enhance our resources for teachers and students.

EdReports evaluated Walch’s first (2014) release of our CCSS Integrated Math resources.

Walch pursues a strategy of continuous improvement, correcting and refining our resources as we find opportunities to improve, and tailoring those resources to the needs of specific states and school districts.

Since our initial release of resources for the Integrated Pathway we have developed High School math resources for Georgia, North Carolina, Utah, West Virginia and Florida, and we have tailored our resources for districts across the country. We have also launched resources for the Traditional Pathway. Each time we have improved.

Importantly, we are launching the third revision of our CCSS Integrated Math Resources in time for school year 2017/2018. We will submit those resources to EdReports for review and believe that they address the shortcomings EdReports identified.

Please let us know if we can share our latest High School Math resources and technologies with you. We think that you will find our design and our approach refreshing and empowering.

Thank you
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